e ongoing upgrade of the electrical power system into a more powerful system known as Smart Grid has both benefits and costs. Smart Grid relies on advanced communication and hence offers better services through improved monitoring, planning, and control. However, enhanced communications make Smart Grid more susceptible to privacy leaks and cyber attacks. Small meters collect detailed consumer data, such as power consumption, which can then become a major source of privacy leakage. Encryption can help protect consumer data, but great care is needed. e popular RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4) encryption has been implemented in the widely deployed smart meter standard-Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP)-but has been shown to have major weaknesses. is paper proposes the use of Spritz encryption. Spritz is an RC4-like algorithm designed to repair weak design decisions in RC4 to improve security. A test on performing one encryption took only 0.85 milliseconds, showing that it is fast enough not to affect the operations of a smart meter. Its ability to withstand brute force attacks on small keys is also significantly greater than RC4's ability.
Introduction
A key foundation of technological progress is electrical power.
e traditional electrical power grid, which handles power from when it is generated until it reaches the customer, has remained relatively unchanged for many years. Demand for power has grown, and the needs have become more complex. To meet these rising challenges, the traditional grid is being upgraded to a better system known as Smart Grid. Smart Grid integrates modern telecommunication to run operations more effectively. It results in superior monitoring with less manpower to collect data, automated fault detection and correction, enhanced power delivery planning, and many other benefits [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Smart Grid is able to better meet the needs of both the supplier and the consumer. ere are less power outages, lower transmission losses, fewer undetected faults, and decreased green house gas emissions. It also allows for distributing power sources, easier integration of renewable energy sources, and more customer choices and can even increase the capacity of the existing electric power networks [5, 6] . A customer who has installed solar panels could at times produce more power than they need. ey can then sell this to a utility company, creating a more symbiotic relationship between the two. is cannot happen without effective two-way coordination.
A crucial enabler for Smart Grid is the smart meter. A smart meter provides the utility company more information on electrical consumption than a regular energy meter [4] . It allows for two-way communication with benefits to both the utility and customers. Utilities collect more data to help in planning while incurring less operational costs to do so. Customers can track their usage better, and they can resell energy they generate and have more ways to participate. For these reasons, the European Union (EU) aims to improve cost-effectiveness by replacing at least 80% of electricity meters with smart meters by 2020 [7] .
With all these promises that Smart Grid offers, there is a major concern that must be addressed. is concern is familiar to anyone working on an interconnected system, whether smartphones or computers connected to the Internet.
is is the threat of cyber security and privacy leakage. Smart Grid consists of plenty of control and monitoring information being transmitted, and it serves millions of users. Securing these data is thus extremely crucial, especially given the recent rise of cyber security threats.
Hackers can manipulate signals maliciously or access and monitor information that is private. Manipulating control information can cause the system to respond in unexpected ways, ranging from power outages to damage of equipment [8] . Energy theft can be done by altering billing information [9] and a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack can disrupt power [10] . Hackers accessing monitoring information can misuse it in a number of ways: a robber can tell which electrical devices people use [11] , whether they are home [12] , how many people are there [13] , and even when they eat or bath [14] . Under the right conditions, they can even view an image of what is being watched on television [15] . User profiling and household classification (e.g., based on income level) are possible [16] . Such leakage of personal information can have severe, far-reaching consequences, ranging from well-planned robberies and spying to aggressive marketing and large-scale surveillance. Health insurers can also charge customers different rates based on their exercise activities (or lack thereof ) [17] .
ese concerns have not gone unnoticed by the public, and there are lobby groups strongly campaigning against the user of smart meters [18] . Privacy is one of their major concerns. If the concerns of customers are ignored, successful adoption of smart meters will be slowed down. Given the potential benefits offered by smart meters, this would be a regrettable loss in this digital era. is paper seeks to help reduce the privacy problem by using an encryption technique known as Spritz. Before explaining how it works, we first look at how smart meters cause such invasive privacy problems.
Privacy leakage starts off when details of a customer's electricity usage can be identified. A customer's private activities can be revealed if information was leaked about the electrical devices they use, what time of the day they use them, and how long they were used. For such a leakage to occur, it might be thought that spying devices would have to be connected to the sockets, but it is not so. is information can in fact be extracted from the overall power consumption patterns. Using a technique called nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM) [19] , it is possible to identify specific electrical devices, based on how they consume power. Each device has a unique pattern (known as a load signature)-based on its power rating and mode of operation-that allows an observer to identify it from a graph of the total power consumed. is technique has been refined over time to make it very powerful [11] . Figure 1 illustrates how this can be done using data from typical household [20] .
An attacker can obtain the overall consumption information by wiretapping [21] or traffic analysis [22] . ey can then analyse the data at their convenience. Eavesdropping is even easier with wireless transmission, and thus, proper security measures are needed.
To solve the security problem of Smart Grid, one could try borrowing standard methods (such as encryption) used in computer security, but this would fail for two reasons. First, Smart Grid devices use light-weight embedded systems (e.g., on smart meters), which have limited processing power and memory capacity.
ese devices may be unable to handle the computational load needed in implementing some forms of encryption. Second, some sections of Smart Grid, such as fault detection, have very small time allowances (i.e., latency). A delay in transmitting an urgent message with information on protection could be as bad as blocking the message all together, and this can cause system failure. As an example, power substation networks based on IEC 61850 use a GOOSE (Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event) communication module. is transmits protection messages and is time-critical, having a maximum time allowance of 3 ms [23] . A balance between security and performance is needed.
A major effort to mitigate these problems was by the Open Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP) [24] .
is had been deployed in millions of smart meters installed worldwide but was found to have serious security weaknesses [25, 26] . e first version of OSGP used the popular stream cipher RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4) which has been applied to various protocols such as Transport Layer Security (TLS). An efficient encryption system is thus needed that would overcome the challenges of RC4 while maintaining its strengths. We now turn to an encryption that has the benefits of RC4 without most of its problems.
Spritz Encryption.
Spritz is a relatively new encryption algorithm that was designed as a "drop-in replacement" for RC4 encryption with the aim of eliminating the major weaknesses in RC4 [27] . is paper examines its suitability in smart meters. Spritz was designed to have improved security by revisiting particular design decisions and improving on them, in light of known attacks. Spritz, like RC4, is a stream cipher that typically works byte by byte. It consists of 6 other registers in addition to a state vector S; thus, the number of possible states it has is at most N 6 N! States. Using the standard value N � 256, this computes to ≈2.415 × 10 512 states that it is very difficult to carry out successful cryptanalysis against it. e best attack published as of this writing for recovering the state of Spritz requires 2 1247 steps ≈ 2.423 × 10 375 [28] . Although this is an improvement from brute force, it is still well outside the reasonable range of our best supercomputers.
A number of factors that make Spritz superior to RC4 include (i) Existence of weak keys in RC4 [29] .
(ii) Biases in the output stream that is generated [30, 31] . [28, 32] ).
(iv) RC4 has key collisions [33] . ese occur when two different keys produce the same state. is results in colliding keys producing the same output stream. (v) Spritz also provides additional cryptographic capabilities which can provide more services in addition to security (e.g., hashing, message authentication code, and authenticated encryption).
In order to compare Spritz and RC4 on fair ground, the additional capabilities in the last point have not been utilized in Spritz and only encryption is compared between the two. ese extra services would however find beneficial application in smart meters, such as detecting manipulation of electricity consumption data.
Related Works.
Due to the far-reaching effects of privacy violation, it is of little wonder that this topic has attracted the interest of many researchers from varying fields. Solutions to this problem can be broadly classified into two. e first group is legal-/policy-based which involves creating and implementing policies to regulate how customer information is disclosed to third parties [34] . e second group is technical based, which uses algorithms to make it harder for an attacker to obtain the data, whether or not they are interested in keeping the law. A leading security expert [35] explained, "it is insufficient to protect ourselves with laws; we need to protect ourselves with mathematics." Both legal and technical solutions are needed. is work addresses the problem from a technical approach.
One way of solving privacy leakage has been proposed by Kalogridis et al. [36] and is known as battery-based load hiding (BLH). Power supplied to a house is first fed to a battery before being used; then, an algorithm flattens the load profile to an almost constant value. is prevents data mining through NILM. BLH has been improved on by Yang et al. [37] by mathematically maximizing the error between the load demanded by a home and the external load seen by a smart meter. BLH in general has the shortcoming of introducing power losses since no battery is 100% efficient.
Another approach is through the use of a photovoltaic converter [16] .
e technique modifies maximum power point tracking (MPPT) in order to generate fake load signatures. ough it does not introduce the power losses in by using intermediary batteries, it requires users to install solar. e design also reduces solar power's efficiency to attain privacy.
Rial and Danezis [14] propose a scheme where a user combines meter readings with a certified tariff policy to produce a final bill.
e bill is then transmitted to the provider alongside a zero-knowledge proof that shows the calculation is correct, without leaking any additional information.
Efthymiou and Kalogridis [38] propose the use of anonymization of smart metering data. ey use a trusted third party to ensure that the frequent electrical metering data sent by smart meters are anonymous. e utility is thus able to get the information it needs for its operations, but the high frequency data does not need to be attributed to a particular meter. In their conclusion, they admit that the method "may not offer sufficient smart metering privacy protection [but] contributes an additional layer of security towards that direction" [38] .
Homomorphic encryption has also been recommended as a way of protecting privacy. It is a fairly recent development in cryptography [39] that allows one to manipulate encrypted data without decrypting it. us, it can keep not only an eavesdropper away but also the utility company from all the customer data. Rather, they will access aggregate usage data from various customers [10] . It does however come with significant computational cost. Smart meters are generally light-weight devices, and some may not handle Journal of Computer Networks and Communicationshomomorphic encryption. e smart meters also need to have a trusted component and enjoy a certain level of autonomy [40] .
End-to-end encryption involves encrypting the data between a customer and a utility. Both parties have a shared key enabling them to encrypt and decrypt the data. A strong and well-implemented encryption algorithm should thwart the efforts of the eavesdropper to listen in on what is being transmitted. In the context of smart meters, computational complexity and security need to be balanced to avoid either having a system that is very fast but insecure or one that is extremely slow but secure. Table 1 below compares the above methods on a number of factors: do they introduce power loss? Is there a significant increase in the computational or communication overhead? Do you need to have a trusted third party for them to work? Can the utility company access the customer's data? is comparison is helpful in choosing a method suitable to a particular setting with its own unique threats. It could further help in combining options and having multiple layers of security to curb a range of threats.
Materials and Methods
Spritz encryption is tested and compared to RC4 to determine if it provides better security. Electrical consumption data of a typical household over 24 hours of minute-byminute observation were used. After performing encryption, encrypted data were plotted for both algorithms to demonstrate the transformation on the data. A random plot was expected for both.
Generation of encryption keys is a crucial step in cryptography since a predictable way of doing so would compromise security, no matter how strong encryption is. We thus used a scheme that relies on hash functions to generate a key. Hash functions are algorithms which take an input of variable size and produce an output with a fixed number of bits (e.g., an input of a 2 MB image can produce a specific output of a 256 bit hash value). ey are thus a valid choice for generating keys for use in encryption [41] . Among the existing hash functions available, the strongest and most reliable hash functions belong to a family of algorithms developed by the National Security Agency (NSA) known as Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) [42] . Of this, the one producing the largest output is SHA512, with an output of 512 bits. We used the meter number of a smart meter and computed its SHA512 value. From this value, we used the first 128 bits which were then used for encryption.
In order to examine the effectiveness of the aforementioned key generation method, a comparison was done between keys generated by consecutive meter numbers. Keys produced from three adjacent meter numbers were compared to see if they had an obvious relationship. A significant similarity between the bits of neighbouring keys would imply that a hacker has more options in trying to crack your data. A compromised meter would make the meters around it also insecure, and the effect could be scaled upwards.
is approach of key generation was subjected to an additional test. During key generation, some patterns could exist that would help an attacker obtain the key. Assuming that meter numbers are consecutive, would nearby keys have an obvious relationship? A meter number was compared to the next 100 meter numbers after it to see if the bits appeared similar. A strong correlation is an indicator that the key generation method is weak and could be exploited by a hacker.
e speeds for RC4 and Spritz were compared to see how their performances relate. Spritz is a more complex algorithm than RC4 and was thus expected to take longer. However, given that RC4 has been deployed in smart meters (under the OSGP standard), what would be needed is to see how much slower Spritz would be. If the time taken is of the comparable (e.g., the same order of magnitude), then it would be a suitable candidate for smart meter encryption.
To compare RC4 and Spritz in terms of strength, brute force was used to retrieve the key from the encrypted data of both ciphers. Short keys were used to make brute force attack practical since this entails searching through all possible keys. e time taken for each was computed, and a plot was made to compare which of the two is harder to break.
For implementing the above, a code was written and run on Octave (an open-source software very similar to Matlab). All experiments were done on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2540M CPU @ 2.60 GHz.
e details of our method are expounded below.
Data Used.
e data shown in Figure 1 were used to test encryption.
ey were conveniently chosen because they already highlight how devices in use can be deduced by analyzing overall power consumption (i.e., using nonintrusive load monitoring).
e source article did not provide the original data points; thus, image processing was used to retrieve them. e steps used were as follows:
(1) An image of the graph with the data was read into an array. (2) A suitable thresholding value was used to convert the image in the matrix from grayscale to a black and white binary image. With this, points on the plot which are part of a line/text will be black (represented by 0), while other parts of the image will be white (represented by 1). (3) Pixel coordinates of the origin (X 0 , Y 0 ) and of the top left corner of the plot area (X max , Y max ) were located. (4) For each value of x (i.e., along the horizontal axis), edge detection was used to find where the line is located. is was done by a vertical linear search done pixel by pixel, until the value changed from white to black then back to white. is was recorded as the y value. ese data points were then plotted to see how well they were, compared to the original graph. As seen from Figure 2 , the shape of the plot was adequately captured.
is was su cient for testing encryption.
Key Selection and Analysis.
Smart meter security needs to consider the fact that a large number of users (customers) will need to implement any new solution being proposed. Since an average size country would have millions of electricity users, scalability is very important. A large number of keys need to be generated. It would be convenient to have the keys correspond to the meter numbers to ease the process of generating keys in bulk. However, the keys generated from consecutive meter numbers should be sufciently di erent, failure to which an attacker could nd a way to exploit such a relationship.
It is important to note that the method used to generate the key must be kept a secret. Just as you would not tell others how you choose your passwords or PIN numbers, the same is true with keys for smart meters. Anyone wishing to implement this work would need to modify this method to generate their keys in a manner that is not publicly known.
Our key generation approach used the following steps:
(1) e meter number was express as a string of characters (2) e hash value of the meter number was computed using SHA512 (3) e rst 128 bits of the hash value obtained were chosen as the key (the one produced by the original meter number will henceforth be called Key1)
To examine the security of the above technique, keys produced by adjacent meter numbers were compared to see if the bits are similar. Using the meter number that follows the one above, a key designated Key1 + was produced. And, using the meter number just before the original one, a key designated Key1 − was produced. If a large percentage of bits are identical between Key1 and Key1 + (or Key1 − ), it would mean that the technique is susceptible to attack from an attacker able to access a neighbouring meter.
e hamming distance is a helpful quantity in this regard. It is de ned as the number of bits in which two binary quantities disagree [43] .
A second test on the key generation was done by nding the hamming distance between the key from meter 1 (i.e., Key1) and the key produced by the next 100 meters. A plot of these values was produced, and the average hamming distance was computed. If the key generation method is good, this average should be close to 50%.
RC4 Encryption.
e steps followed were (1) RC4, being a stream cipher, performs encryption one byte (i.e., 8 bits) at a time. Its input thus needs to be in byte form. Each data point was converted by splitting it into a pair of bytes (i.e., a 16 bit quantity allowing a range of 0-65535 W, which was su cient for the data used). Big-endian format was used, in which the most signi cant byte is stored towards the beginning of an array. (2) A key stream (which is a sequence of pseudorandom bytes) was generated using RC4 algorithm. e algorithm uses a key for the generation. Key1 was used in this step. (3) XOR operation was applied between each pair of bytes from step 1 and each successive pair of bytes from step 2. is operation results in a pair of bytes serving as the ciphertext (i.e., encrypted form of the data). (4) e encrypted pairs of bytes were then merged to form a value that can be transmitted. is essentially reverses the splitting of step 1. ese data were plotted, and the resulting graph is shown in Figure 3 .
ese steps are summarized in the block diagram of Figure 4 . 
Spritz Encryption.
A similar procedure to the one just described for RC4 was used:
(1) Spritz is also a stream cipher, and it encrypts data byte by byte. Each data point was thus converted by splitting it into a pair of bytes. (2) A key was fed into the "keySetup" function for Spritz, and then, encryption was done (the details for how Spritz encryption works are available in [27] ). (3) Encrypted pairs of bytes were then merged to form a value that can be transmitted. is essentially reverses the splitting of step 1.
ese data are plotted, and the resulting graph is shown in Figure 5 . (4) ese encrypted data are then converted back to byte pairs and decrypted using the same key. is is to con rm that the data received at the utility is the same as the original once it is decrypted. e plot of decrypted data is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 summarizes the overall process.
Attacks on Attenuated
Ciphers. An attack that can work across di erent ciphers is brute force which is also known as exhaustive key search. In this work, keys of 128 bits were proposed for the implementation of smart meters, giving a total of 2 128 (3.403 × 10 38 ) possible options. Even if it were possible to test 1 billion keys every second, it would take 10 22 years to search through all keys and thus break the cipher. In light of the above computational barrier, it would be practically impossible to compare the strength of the two ciphers when both use 128 bit keys. Instead, short keys were applied to both RC4 and Spritz, and the time taken to recover the key by brute force was computed.
is can be Journal of Computer Networks and Communications compared to testing the effect of a disease-causing agent (e.g., bacteria) on an animal by using its attenuated (weakened) version. e results can then be extrapolated from there. To compare the strength of RC4 and Spritz, smaller keys were applied to the original data. e time taken for each to be broken was then plotted. is plot would indicate which of the two ciphers is more secure from a brute force attack. Keys were chosen, ranging from 1 to 8 bits in length. ey were then used to encrypt the household data using RC4 and then using Spritz. e time taken for each case was computed. A graph of the time taken to retrieve the key was plotted against the length of the key (in bits).
Results and Discussion
From the graphs of the encrypted data, information privacy can be observed. Without the key, a person snooping on the usage data during transmission would be unable to deduce details of the electrical device in usage. NILM or any other data mining technique would not reveal user behaviour. Encryption thus conceals power usage patterns.
Both RC4 and Spritz offer a degree of privacy. RC4 encryption is shown in Figure 3 , while Spritz is shown in Figure 5 .
Two data points were labelled in each graph, corresponding to 6 am and 6 pm, to help distinguish the random figures obtained from the two procedures. As Table 2 shows, the two random-looking graphs encrypt the data differently.
Decryption for Spritz using the same Key1 restores the original data as shown in Figure 6 (when RC4 was decrypted, an identical plot was obtained, and thus, it has not been included here).
Key Selection and Analysis.
e key was generated using a subset of the hash function for the meter number. An actual meter number was used. e first and last 3 digits of this meter number were 221. . .006 (middle digits are removed since they are from an actual, 11-digit electrical meter number). e result obtained by taking the first 128 bits of its hash function (using SHA512) was found to be (in hexadecimal)
To check if this key is closely related to the one generated by the adjacent meter numbers, a comparison was made with two other keys. Taking the meter number just after the one used (i.e., 221 . . . 007) and the one just before (i.e., 221. . .005), two keys were obtained using the same technique.
ese were denoted as Key1 + and Key1 − , respectively. eir values were found to be
With the above, the hamming distance, d (v 1 , v 2 ), was computed to see if there is a likely relationship between keys from adjacent meters:
is indicates that the difference between the bits of Key1 and Key1 + is �47.7%, the difference for Key1 and Key1 − is �49.2%, and that for Key1 + and Key1 − is �48.4%. ese results indicate that keys generated by adjacent meter numbers are significantly different and are unlikely to provide a hacker with information on the relationship between keys. Compromise of one meter is unlikely to result in compromise of an adjacent one.
An analysis of the next 100 meter numbers and the percentage variation in the keys they produce are shown in Figure 8 . e average for these values was 49.39%. is is a good indicator that the key generation method is not easily predictable by an attacker, even if they have access to one of the keys of a particular meter number.
Time Taken for RC4 and Spritz
Encryption. When 10 trials of RC4 encryption were done, the average run time was found to be 0.45 milliseconds. For Spritz, the average for encryption over 10 runs was found to be 0.85 milliseconds. Taking the ratio shows that Spritz is only 1.889 times slower than RC4.
us, if Spritz can offer superior security over RC4, it would be a superior option since its time performance is less than 2 times slower. Spritz has potential to work well even on a light-weight device like the smart meter.
Attacks on Attenuated Ciphers
To compare the ability of RC4 and Spritz in terms of resisting a brute force attack, both ciphers were deployed using keys that were deliberately shortened. Keys were chosen ranging from 1 to 8 bits in length. e value of the keys chosen consisted of a binary string of all 1s (e.g., for 5 bits, 11111 was used). is setup creates a worst-case scenario requiring the longest possible time to break the cipher.
e expected duration of a typical case would be half as long since there is a 50% of having a 1 or a 0.
For each key, encryption of the household data was done using RC4 and then using Spritz. An exhaustive search was then done for each algorithm to try and decrypt to retrieve the correct key. e time taken for each case was computed. A graph of the time taken to retrieve the key was plotted against the length of the key (in bits).
As can be seen from Figure 9 , the time taken to retrieve the key is lower in RC4 than it is in Spritz. For the case of an 8 bit key, the time needed for RC4 was 52.3 seconds while the time for Spritz was 167.7 seconds. Dividing the two durations results in a ratio of 3.21. is means that an attacker whose goal is to break RC4 has a much easier task than one who is attacking Spritz. is test reveals Spritz to be signi cantly more resistant to attack than RC4.
As the key length becomes longer, the time needed to break both will increase. However, Spritz will still require a longer time to break. us an attacker with resources that barely manage to break RC4 will still not be able to break Spritz.
Conclusions
e importance of privacy cannot be disregarded in the deployment of Smart Grid, given our high dependence on electricity and the rising cyber threats. Users are now more sensitive than ever to privacy invasion and thus ignoring their concerns would hinder Smart Grid adoption. Improving privacy would go a long way in building customer con dence in Smart Grid and meeting their needs better. A solution is needed that is both secure and e cient enough to work within the computationally restrictive Smart Grid environment.
is paper recommends the use of Spritz encryption in smart meters, and to the best of the authors' knowledge, this has not been done before. Spritz encryption was found to be an e ective way of providing smart meter users with privacy. Due to its speed, its usage would not result in poor system performance due to excessive delays. While its speed is less than 2 times slower than RC4, it would take approximately 3 times longer to break by brute force. Since RC4 has been deployed in operational smart meters (although found to be weak), Spritz is likely to work with better security and without introducing performance issues.
Proposing Spritz as a viable method for smart meters also helps with algorithm agility [25] . History has shown that encryption techniques become weaker with time, as they are subjected to more scrutiny and attackers get faster machines and better algorithms to work with. Having multiple-tested and viable encryption schemes makes replacement easier to implement when a current scheme is broken. It is better to have several tested options and have them ready for deployment than to get into panic the day a researcher publishes a paper, detailing how they broke smart meter encryption.
is work also proposes a reliable method for generating a large number of keys that do not produce related keys. Anyone willing to implement this should use another approach that has similar desirable properties (e.g., recursive use of a hash function and di erent hash subset for keys).
Further work would involve implementing the additional security features provided by Spritz.
ese include authentication of the data. Additionally, this algorithm can be implemented on a microchip and installed in a smart meter. e chip would have fewer overheads than simulation but also slower processing. An examination of its performance would provide the nal verdict on its e ectiveness in smart meters.
Data Availability e electrical household data used to support the ndings of this study are included within the article. e meter number used while generating the encryption key was not given in full since it belongs to an actual electrical meter installed in a customer's premise. 
